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1 Introduction

The goal of this note is to explore the formal derivation of \glue code" that translates between

the data o�ered by one agent and the required data of another. We have worked a number of

example problems drawn from the CAMPS airlift scheduling domain [1].

As a typical example, we are given a scheduling agent MP that produces an airlift schedule {

for each aircraft, the schedule gives the sequences of ights that it makes. We also have an

agent CM that requires what is known as a commitment matrix { the number and type of

aircraft that are committed (i.e. not free for allocation) over time. The problem is to derive a

translator f from schedules to commitment matrices. This problem has features of translation

and summarization of data.

There are two key steps in formalizing the problem so that it admits a rigorous and general

solution method. First, there must be a shared language/theory in which both MP and CM can

be described and their shared ontology made explicit. One approach is to develop an abstract

common theory of the domain, which is airlift scheduling (AS) here. Next, theories for MP and

CM are developed as extensions of AS where the schedule and commitment matrix datatypes

are expressed in terms of the language of AS. The problem of translating from schedule to

commitment matrix datatypes is expressed in the pushout (shared union) of these theories.

Second, the translation problem can be treated as solving a higher-order equation. For example,

if S is a term constructing an MP schedule and T is a term constructing a CM commitment

matrix, then we want to construct a translator f satisfying: f(S) = T: Given this formulation,

one would expect that standard equational reasoning would apply to solve for f . Instead we

found it more e�ective to interleave the basic steps of higher-order matching and the application

of domain-speci�c laws.

2 The Setting

The common theory of the application domain provides symbols for the concepts, operations,

and properties, relationships, etc. in the domain. Its axioms constrain the meaning of the

vocabulary. For example, suppose that we have an abstract database of persons P : set(Person)

where each Person has a name : Person ! string, id : Person ! nat, age : Person ! nat,

and other attributes, which can be speci�ed as:

Our example supposes that this abstract database has two somewhat di�erent realizations: S

and T . To express the realization relation it is convenient to use the following notation which
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lifts value tupling to function tupling: for f1 : A ! B1, . . . , fn : A ! Bn, the function

hf1; : : : ; fni : A! B1 � : : :�Bn satis�es the tupling-reduction law

hf1; : : : ; fni(a) = hf1(a); : : : ; fn(a)i:

Using the function tupling notation, the source database S is

S = image(hname; id; agei; P )

and the target database that we want to build from S is

T = image(hname; �(pv) if age(pv) > 30 then id(pv) else 0i; P )

Formally, we want to translate from dataset S and dataset T (without reference to P ) by solving

the higher-order equation f(S) = T .

3 Inference Rules

The following rules correspond to the basic steps of a second-order matching algorithm [2].

Imitation Rule

for any f : A! C

and g : B1 � : : :� Bn ! C where Bi is not a function type

and hi : A! Bi for 1 � i � n,

f(u) = g(v1; : : : ; ; vn)

(=

f(x) = g(: : : ; hi(x); : : :) ^ hi(u) = vi for 1 � i � n

Projection Rule

for any f : A1 � : : :�Am ! C

and g : B1 � : : :� Bn ! Ai for some i, 1 � i � m,

f(a1; : : : ; am) = g(b1; : : : ; bn)

(=

f(x1; : : : ; xm) = xi ^ ai = g(b1; : : : ; bn)

The terms \imitation" and \projection" are standard in the matching and uni�cation literature.

Here we formulate them as inference rules to be used in a backward inference mode. It can be

easily seen that they follow from universal instantiation and equality substitution rules. We also

use the usual rules for handling equalities and equivalences, and the basic rules of the lambda

calculus: �, �, and �-reduction. The following law is useful for the backward chaining-style of

proof that we adopt.

Image Decomposition Law

for any g : A! B;

and h : A! C;
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and f : set(B) ! set(C);

and i : B ! C

f(image(g; As)) = image(h;As)

(=

f(Bs) = image(i; Bs) ^ i(g(x)) = h(x)

4 Simple Example { Translating between Personnel Databases

Suppose that we have an agent that o�ers personnel database services, in particular it provides

S = image(hname; id; agei; P );

and another agent requires

T = image(hname; �(pv) if age(pv) > 30 then id(pv) else 0i; P )

The problem is to calculate f such that f(S) = T :

f(image(hname; id; agei; P )) = image(hname; �(pv) if age(pv) > 30 then id(pv) else 0i; P )

(= using Image Decomposition with

fg 7! hname; id; agei,

h 7! hname; �(pv) if age(pv) > 30 then id(pv) else 0ig

f(X) = image(i; X)

^ i(hname; id; agei(p)) = hname; �(pv) if age(pv) > 30 then id(pv) else 0i(p)

() The �rst conjunct provides a substitution/de�nition for f,

and tupling-reduction is applied to the second conjunct

i(name(p); id(p); age(p)) = hname(p); if age(p) > 30 then id(p) else 0i

(= Imitation with fg 7! �(x; y)hx; yi

i(n; i; a) = hi1(n; i; a); i2(n; i; a)i

^ i1(name(p); id(p); age(p)) = name(p)

^ i2(name(p); id(p); age(p)) = if age(p) > 30 then id(p) else 0

(= Again, the �rst conjunct provides a substitution/de�nition for i,

and projection solves for i1, Imitation for i2

i1(n; i; a) = n ^ name(p) = name(p)

^ i2(n; i; a) = if i21(n; i; a) then i22(n; i; a) else i23(n; i; a)

^ i21(name(p); id(p); age(p)) = age(p) > 30

^ i22(name(p); id(p); age(p)) = id(p)

^ i23(name(p); id(p); age(p)) = 0
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The rest of the derivation is straightforward application of imitation and projection. Summing

up, we have constructed the functions

f(X) = image(i; X)

i(n; i; a) = hi1(n; i; a); i2(n; i; a)i

i1(n; i; a) = n

i2(n; i; a) = if i21(n; i; a) then i22(n; i; a) else i23(n; i; a)

. . .

After unfolding the de�nitions below f , we get the translation code

T = f(S) = image(�(hn; i; ai)hn; if a > 30 then i else 0i; S):

This example is typical of our derivations in that mostly matching rules are applied, with some

law applications interspersed.

5 Summary

Other, more complex, examples that we have solved in this manner include

� translate a mission database to a list of ights for each aircraft

� given ight data and cargo data, contruct a manifest list for each ight

� translating from cargo weight expressed in terms of cargo classes to cargo weight expressed

in terms of individual objects (this problem addressed the issue of conceptual mismatch

and possibly conicting assumptions).

We are currently implementing this approach to deriving interoperation code in the Specware/Designware

system [4, 3].
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